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Call 0800 102 808 to discuss your 

specific requirements with one of 

our product experts.

It makes getting in and out of bed 

such a simple matter that I don’t 

really think about it.”

Florence, New Plymouth

Phone: 0800 102 808    
Fax:  0800 102 800    
Email:  info@multifit.co.nz   

www.multifit.co.nz

Physical address: 
Multifit International Ltd 
10 Pohutu Street 
Whakatane 
New Zealand 

Postal address:  
Multifit International Ltd 
PO Box 748 
Whakatane 
New Zealand
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Easy Access Bed
A Declaration of Independence

Independence 
Range

Everyone knows the value of a good nights’ 

sleep. But for people with mobility challenges 

getting into bed at night and getting up in the 

morning can be extremely difficult.

Maintaining your mobility is crucial to staying 

independent and keeping safe at home. If you 

are recovering from an illness, accident or 

surgery, or have a chronic health problem, it’s 

important to get mobile and keep as active 

as possible. This may require assistance 

from loved ones or care staff, not to mention 

tremendous effort on the part of yourself.

Because many people struggle to get in and 

out of bed, we thought a great solution would 

be to create a bed that simply moves you into 

a semi upright position ready to stand and vice 

versa. 

Multifit is known for innovative products that 

help people with mobility issues and we are 

delighted to offer you the Easy Access Bed. 

Perfectly tailored to the needs of carers and 

users alike, it provides a simpler way to get 

in and out of bed that is easier on you and 

reduces the need for assistance. 

Wherever you place your Easy Access Bed, it’s perfect 

for receiving visitors and enjoying a conversation and 

a cup of tea or coffee.

The Easy Access Bed sitting, reclining and lying positions
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Much more than just 
a bed or a recliner
Unlike other adjustable beds, the Easy Access Bed is like having many pieces of furniture in one. 

You save on space and avoid having multiple pieces of furniture and equipment cluttering your 

home. Control is via a simple hand set with four buttons. Two for up and down control of the 

whole unit and two more for independent backrest control.

The Easy Access Bed transforms smoothly and seamlessly from a horizontal or a legs elevated 

bed to a recliner, an upright chair and finally to a chair position that tilts you forwards making it 

much easier to stand up.

Horizontal bed The easy access bed can be used as 
a fully horizontal bed, wide enough for you to turn on 
your side or turn right over for a great night’s sleep. 

Legs elevated position For those who need to sleep 
or rest with their legs elevated to improve circulation, 
a simple manual adjustment allows a 13˚ elevation of 
the legrest relative to the seat.

Recliner You can control the angle of recline to 
obtain the ideal position. Perfect for a nap, watching 
tv, reading or talking with visitors.

Chair Sit as upright as you wish to have a meal, take 
medication, or socialize.
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The Easy Access Bed works well in 

a bedroom or a living room. It’s ideal 

when space is an issue because it 

doubles up as a bed at night and a 

recliner and chair during the day. 
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Easy to Use
The Easy Access Bed is used just like a normal bed, recliner and chair. Control is 

via a simple hand set with four buttons, two buttons for up and down and two for 

independent control of the backrest.

Getting into bed and positioning your bedding is simple

Many people have problems positioning their bedding over their legs and feet once they are in bed. 

The Easy Access Bed makes this simple. When getting into bed, the starting position is the tilted 

chair position. Seat yourself as far back as possible so your back is close against the backrest. 

Notice how the bedding is draped over the handrail. Position your pillow and place the bedding 

over your lap. Use the controller to recline and the bedding will stay in place as you relax.
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Handy night light 

A night light on the side of the bed activated by 

a switch on the hand set, illuminates the floor 

if you need to get up at night. Perfect in the 

bedroom or living room

Independent backrest control

If you like to sit up and keep your legs raised 

or elevated it is possible to independently 

control the backrest to obtain the perfect 

position. 

Takes the effort out of getting up 

To get up, just do the same in reverse. Move the Easy Access Bed into its tilted chair position, 

place your feet squarely on the floor, bring your heels back and lean your upper body forward 

slightly. This puts you in the best position to stand up independently. If you need a little extra help, 

sturdy armrests can be added which will help you steady yourself and give you something to push 

up from.

Elevating your legs improves circulation

The Easy Access Bed offers you the option of 

reclining or sleeping with your legs elevated. 

Simple hand set control

The handset is very easy to use with two 

buttons to control the up and down movement 

of the whole bed and two buttons to control 

the backrest independently.
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MATTRESSES 

The standard mattress is constructed from a base layer of standard foam with a top layer of 

memory foam for comfort covered with an easy wipe Visco Elastic material.

For a little more luxury choose our deluxe quilted mattress with an additional layer of wool 

and polyester and an attractive quilted cover. If you require pressure relief talk to us about 

your specific needs and we can discuss options. Mattresses are easy to remove and replace by 

unfastening clips that attach the mattress to the frame.

Who would benefit from 
the Easy Access Bed?

• Have difficulty using a standard bed or a 

hospital bed. 

• Spend day and night in a reclining chair.

• Need to sleep in a ‘customised’ reclined 

position or a ‘legs elevated’ position for 

health reasons.

• Are recovering from an accident, surgery or 

illness and you need to get into or out of bed 

with greater ease.

• Want to stay independent and safe in your 

own home but this is problematic due to 

difficulties getting in and out of bed

• Need help transferring from bed to a 

wheelchair. Because the Easy Access Bed 

fully supports you into a ‘ready to stand’ 

position, it is easier and safer for a carer to 

assist you from the bed to the chair reducing 

the risk of injury.

The Easy Access 

Bed works well 

in a bedroom or a 

living room. 
The Easy Access Bed is an ideal choice if you:

Standard mattress Deluxe mattress Pressure relief Mattress clips
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SEAT HEIGHT AND LEG ELEVATION ADJUSTMENT 

The Easy Access Bed attaches to its base by means of bolts with four different settings. This 

enables the seat height to be adjusted to suit your stature and also allows the final (bed) 

position to be set as either fully horizontal or legs elevated depending on your preference. These 

adjustments are simple and can be done at home but for your convenience we will pre-set the 

Easy Access Bed before delivery.

BATTERY BACKUP 

A backup battery* can be supplied to protect against power outages by enabling you to get out of 

bed if there is a power cut.  

*A safety back up to get you out of bed if there is a power outage. Not intended to power the Easy 

Access Bed repeatedly during outages.

ARM RESTS 

Optional arm rests provide additional stability and assistance when standing. Wide wooden hand 

grips provide a stable platform from which you can push yourself up into a standing position. 

Practical trays are attached to contain items you need close by. 

Easy Access Bed dimensions 1.12m wide x 2m long when the bed is extended

Standard frame upholstery Grey leather grain Vinyl

Standard mattress Memory foam over standard foam with a wipeable  
Visco Elastic cover. 

Standard mattress dimensions (W x L x D) 0.9m x 2m x 140mm.  
50/120HR / 65065V max user weight 125kg

Deluxe quilted mattress
Memory foam over standard foam with a quilted cover and 
additional wool and polyester filling.  
50/120HR / 65065V, quilted wool top, max user weight 135kg

Deluxe quilted mattress dimensions (W x L x D) 0.9m x 2m x 160mm.

Pressure relief mattress
Pressure relief air mattress options are available call us to 
discuss your specific needs.  
50/120HR Roho matress, max user weight 220kg

Seat height range Adjustable from 480 – 600mm 

Maximum leg elevation achievable 13˚ relative to the seat

Weight of bed (frame only)  52kg

Weight of mattress  20kg

Maximum user weight 175kg

Standard Optional

Easy Access Bed basic unit

Standard mattress with Visco Elastic cover

13˚ leg elevation adjustment

Independent back rest control

Night light

Deluxe quilted mattress

Pressure relief mattress 

Arm rests with side trays (pair)

Battery backup unit

Specifications

Design changes and improvements may be made without notice.


